Abstract -The advantage of the new sampling approach to overcome transient effect in staircase waveform is described. Based on this sampling approach, a general form is developed in this paper. In this form, more samples of the staircase waveform are used for calculations in the measurement. It provides a better basis to achieve a lower uncertainty. The necessary theoretical basis is analyzed with interesting characteristics. The experiment results are reported.
I. INTRODUCTION
The application of the staircase waveform produced from a digital-to-analogue conversion in the various fields of the electromagnetic metrology is well accepted and known. However, the transient effect is a main disadvantage, resulting in an intrinsic error which would limit further application for higher frequency. A new sampling approach to overcome the transient effect has been proposed and obtained better results [1, 2] . Its main idea is to discard half of the samples at the transients, and to retain another half samples at the middle of the constant-level step to calculate for the measurements. A differential sampling measurement has been developed for comparison of a high-purity sine-wave under calibration with the staircase waveform.
This idea can be developed further to a more general form. The more samples at the one step can be used for DFT calculation if possible; and the ratio of the discarded to the retaining part may no longer be 1:1 for other selections.
II. A GENERAL FORM

A. Sampling and DFT Model
Assuming that the staircase waveform has n steps with the m sampling points at every step, then, the total nm samples constitutes one period.
The same sampling scheme is applied to the high-purity sine-wave, and also to the base functions of sin(·) and cos(·), which is necessary for DFT. 
, its sample will be expressed as
(
Now only the middle sampling points at every step are used for the calculation. These samples are as shown below
The relative Fourier coefficients of the fundamental concerned can be proposed to calculate as:
Comparing with the well known general Fourier coefficients, some samples do not appear here into the calculation, so that they are vacant at some places. Obviously they do not belong to an equal-interval sampling, and will introduce theoretical problems. Its correctness will be analyzed below.
B. Sine-wave case
Consider the performance of a sine-wave under this model. Obviously this belongs to an unequal-interval sampling, because there are the other wider intervals between the steps. However it follows a certain rule. It just needs further investigations [3] .
Consider the n samples,
comes from one step), which belong to a typical equal-interval sampling, and then the results are already known. Afterwards, consider the second group of the n samples, namely,
, and up to the [t-(s-1)] th group, each group will have the same results, including same amplitude and same phase, due to the base functions moving their phase in the same way. Therefore, their average values of the Fourier coefficients will produce the same amplitude and phase, but with reduced noise influence.
C. Staircase waveform case
Similarly, consider the (t-s+1) group samples for the staircase waveform. In one group the values of the samples are different, indicating the height of the steps. Taking every group as a whole, it can be shown that all groups are the same. When the DFT is performed, all the groups will give out equal amplitude but different phases. The phase shift between the adjacent groups is equal due to the start point of the base functions is displaced by an equal interval. According to the rule of vector-sum, in the average amplitude of several groups will be less than that of single one.
When m, number of sample at one step, goes to infinity, and the total samples are used to calculate (s=0, t=m), the amplitude of fundamental will be equal to
[4], which is the spectrum of the well known continuous-time staircase waveform.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The features of the staircase waveform will be verified in the following experiments. A commercial DAC card with 16-bit resolution and an internal 10 V reference is used to produce a staircase waveform, which does not belong to a high speed device (the minimal time of one step is limited to 1 μs). Another commercial ADC card with a range of 2 V and a maximum sampling rate of 2 MS/s is used as a sampling device. A staircase waveform is produced by the DAC. The digital code is from a sine-wave with amplitude of 1 V and taking n = 20. It was then measured by the ADC providing samples. In order to check this approach, a simulation for an ideal staircase waveform is provided. Due to the reference-voltage ratio of the ADC and the DAC is not unity, a coefficient of 0.999940 is used as an amplitude compensation for all cases in the simulation, obtained through an experiment at 1 kHz. As results, a part of the staircase waveform is shown in Fig.1 .The parameters of a 10 μs step function with a sampling rate of 1 MS/s take 10 samples on one step. The differences, between the practical samples and the simulation values, after amplifying 10 times indicate the transient at the start and the end. The variation existed at the middle may be due to the impact of transient of the DAC and sampling error of ADC. In order to overcome the noise the several samples are averaged as one point to hold the equal-interval sampling scheme [1, 2] . The approach proposed in this paper is another one.
The second experiment results are shown in Table 1 , where the parameters of step function of 5 μs with a sampling rate of 2 MS/s take 10 samples at one step. The sign of (3, 5, 2) denotes that 3 points at the start and 2 points at the end are discarded while the 5 points at middle are retained. The amplitudes of the fundamental from the simulation and the experiment are provided respectively. The results indicate that the larger amplitude appears in the case with the lesser points, agreeing with the analysis. The case when all points are retained is not a good choice (due to transient); the lesser points are also not any better (due to noise). The best result appears to be the most suitable selection. The final experiment is shown in Fig. 2 for two cases: the first for a step function of 50, 10, and 5 μs (1, 5, and 10 kHz for a 20 steps) with a sampling rate of 1 MS/s; and the second for a step function of 5, and 2.5 μs (10 and 20 kHz) with a sampling rate of 2 MS/s. Comparing the two cases, for a similar error of 1×10 -4 , the corresponding staircase waveform is 10 kHz in the first one but higher frequency of 20 kHz in the second case. In addition, when the more samples are adopted, the higher frequency components of the sine-wave under the differential measurement can be analyzed to check its high-purity. 
